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ABSTRACT 	I  

A strong magnetic field is one in which the electron cyclotron 

frequency is much larger than the elasticcollision frequency with 

neutral molecules (<272 > > 1). Expressions for the energy distribution, 

drift velocities, arc1 diffusion coefficients derived from the Boltzmann 

equation are simplified in the limit of a strong magnetic field. The 

energy distribution is Maxwellian with an average energy of ME 2/2B 2 , 

where M is the molecular mass; r is one for elastic collisions and 

larger than one when inelastic energy losses are significant0 Experi-

ments were done in a coaxial cylindrical geometry in which a steady 

electric field was perpendicular to a steady magnetic field, The 

ratio of the perpendicular (E x B) to transverse (E.) drift velocities 

(12 < w r <48) and the coefficient for diffusion in the parallel (B) di-

rection (3 < w r < 8) were determined. Measurements show that the 

average energy of the electrons is a function Only of E/B, as predicted 

by theory0 Curves were obtained for hydrogen, deuterium, andhelium 

which give the transverse drift velocity In terms of the parameters 

E/B and B/p. Comparison of drift velocity and diffusion measure-

ments yields an elastic cross section which is somewhat larger in the 

4 
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range of 0.3 to 4 ev than previously obtained by other methods. The 

average energy of electrons in hydrogen and deuterium as a function 

of E/B was determined in.the range of .  0.3 to 5 ev. 

The ionization coefficient a/p was measured across a strong 

magnetic field. Data were obtained by varying the gap in a cylindrical 

geometry. Measurements were made for B/p up to 4000 gauss/mm 

Hg and for an effective E/p' less than 150. A theoretical expression 

of Blevin and Haydon is shown to fit the points well over a limited 

range of values. The effective collision frequency that makes the 

theory fit is much smaller than the actual average collision frequency. 

Analysis shows that this discrepancy results from deviations in the 

distribution function. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

To the authors knowledge no previous measurements have 
i . 

	

	

been reported on the behavior of electrons moving through a gas with 

a strong magnetic field B perpendicular to a steady eletric field E. 

A strong magnetic field is defined as one where the cyclotron frequency 

of .  electroné wb  = eB/m is much greater than the elastic collision 

frequency 'c of the electrons with the gas molecules. The ratio of 

these frequencies forms an important parameter and is denoted by 

"T The strong-magnetic-field limit is defined when 

(w2T 2 ) > '> 1. Here T  is the average mean free time. The condition 

of a strong magnetic field is convenient because theoretically the 

eLectron energy distribution becomes independent of the elastic-

collision cross section. 

To completely describe the behavior of electrons moving through 

a neutral gas under the action of external fields one must use the Boltz-

mann equation. Expressions have been derived for the energy distri-

bution, drift velocities, and diffusion coefficients of the electrons. l, 2 

These expressions become greatly simplified in the strong-field limit 

In this limit the energies acquire a Maxwelh.Boltzmann energy distri-

bution with the average energy a function of the parameter E/B. With-

out a magnetic field, the parameter describing the average energy of 

the electrons is E/p, where p is the gas pressure. A coaxial 

cylindrical geometry with the axis parallel to the magnetic field was 

chosen for the present experiments. The main reason for using this 

geometry is to keep electrons from drifting out of the electrodes in 

the Ex B direction, 

Measurements were made to determine the drift velocity in 

the direction of E and to measure the coefficient of diffusion along B. 

These measurements are compared with the theoretical expressions to 

obtain the elastic-collision cross section in hydrogen and helium and 

the average energy as a function of E/B in hydrogen and deuterium, 
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This cros's section is compared with the many values given in the 

literature. The values for the average energy are compared with 

values for no magnetic field. 

The first Townsend ionization coefficient a. is defined as the 

average number of ionizing collisions that an electron makes in a gas 
	1 

while drifting 1 cm in the direction of the electric field. For no 

magnetic field, it is customary to quote the measured coefficient as 

a/p, since this has been shown to be a function only of E/p in a gas. 

It has been found that ct/p as a function of E/p can be expressed quite 

accurately by an analytic .expression in hydrogen. 3,4
A theory of how 

the ionization coefficient ct/p is altered by a magnetic field applied 

perpendicular to the electric field has been derived by Blevin and 

Haydon. They find that ct/p depends upon the parameter wi. They 

then suggest that the collision frequency vc  could be determined by 

comparison of their theory with measured values of ct/p in crossed 

fields. They use the simple assumption that the collision frequency is 

a constant independent of the electron energy. This assumption is often 

made for hydrogen and helium, and so hydrogen was chosen for the 

present study. The usual method of determining ct/p was used in 

which the anode current is measured as a function of the electrode 

separation. The experiment was done in the cylindrical geometry 

even though it was very cumbrous. Later a few measurements were 

made by varying the pressure to check this method. The measured 

values are compared with theory and an effective collision frequency 

Is determined. This frequency is very much smaller than the actual 

elastic -collision frequency. An analysis is made which explains this 

discrepancy in terms of the cross section and distribution function. 
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II. THEORY 

A. Boltzmann Equation 

The general Boltzmann equation is 

- + v. dlVrf + ( 	E 	xv) divf = P(t)  

A complete discussion of the use of this equation is given by Allis. 1 

The function f is the distribution of the electrons in phase space, 

d 
3 
 r d 3v. For this study, we assume that the distribution in velocity 

space is independent of the distribution in configuration space. There-

fore, in the following discussion f will represent only the distribution 

in velocity space. Since the work described here is concerned only 

with steady-state fields, the first term f/t can be ignored. The 

term on the right, P(t), represents the effect of collisions on the 

distribution. Only collisions between electrons and neutral molecules 

are considered. These include elastic collisions, rotational and 

vibrational excitations of molecules, electronic excitation, and 

ionization of molecules. The ratio of the gas density to electron 

density is so large that electron-electron interactions can be neglected 

(n 104/cm 3 , flg (1016 to 10 17 )/cm 3 ), 

To solve the Boltzmann equation, one must expand the function 

f in spherical harmonics. Since the mass ratio m/M is very small 

and the drift: velocities considered are much smaller than the average 

electron velocity, only two terms are needed in the expansion, 

f = f°  +f' cos 0. The first term represents the isotropic energy 

distribution of the electrons; the second accounts for the vector flow 

of the electrons. In considering elastic collisions, the molecules are 

assumed to be at rest. 

From the distribution function, one can compute two scalar 

quantities: the electron concentration, 



we 

n = 4J v2  f° dv  

and the energy density, 

n = 4nj uv 2  f0  dv, 	 (11-3) 

where u = Wiv 2/2 

There are two corresponding vector integrals: the particle flow in 

configuration space, 

	

d = 4/3j v 3f'dv, 	 (11-4) 

and the total radial flow in velocity space, 

fe 	 2 	4rr 	Ze 	1 

	

G= m- Ev vfdç) 	—v — E.f  
m— 	 3 

which Allis has called gain. Here d 
2 
 i ) s the element of solid angle 

For use in the Boltzmann equation, the effect of collisions on the distri_: 

bution is simplified as follows. The collision frequency ''c used here 

for elastic collisions is that for momentum transfer. 6 On the average, 

at each elastic collision, the electron loses the fraction 2m/M of its 

energy to molecular recoil. To account for the additional energy 

losses of molecular excitation, we introduce an arbitrary factor r 

The factor Ti is defined by n='MX/ 2m, where X is the average fractional 

energy loss per collision. At higher energies it will be assumed in 

the theoretical expression that the energy losses to electronic excita-

tion can be included in n, and that the distribution function is not 

greatly altered. 
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From the Boltzmann equation we derive an expression for 

the velocity distribution of the electrons 2  

in f°  = - 3 	 z 
m3/M(eE) J ( z + z ) v dv .  

In general the function f °  can not be solved, exactly because of the 

complicated dependence of the collision frequency on the electron 

velocity. In deriving the distribution function, the vector part fl 

is also obtained. This is used in Eq. (11-4) to find the drift velocity 

of the electrons. 

The terminology appropriate to a crossed-field geometry is 

now set forth. We denote the direction along B as the parallel (j 

direction; the direction along E as the transverse (T) direction; and 

the E x B direction as the perpendicular ( ) direction. The action 

of the crossed fields produces a drift motion in both the transverse 

and perpendicular directions. The derived expressions for these two 

drift velocities are 

4ir eE

jo 

	c ''c 	af0 	3  dv 	 (11-7) _rn  
	 +wb 	

v 
) 

( oz, 
41T 	eE I 	b 

---)

---- vdv. 	(11-8) 

c 

Integration by parts yields the alternate expressions 

3 
4ir eE 

 j  0 

	(v c 
v 	T 	 f - 	dv 	 (11-9) T 

0 	 c +Wb 

v 

3 
4ir eE 	o 	

((%v 	
dv. 	 (11-10) 

= 	rn)
v 	

+ 
0 	 c 	Wb 

S 



Huxley has derived the same expressions for these drift velocities 

by considering monoenergetic cells of particles and averaging over 

the whole ensemble. 

Consideration of the gradient of f in configuration space yields 

expressions for the diffusion coefficients: 1  

dv  
4ii 	I 	v 

D=_ / ;;- 
c 

4 

DT 
4 	 c 

v 

	

= 	 2 	2 f°  dv 

	

/ 	 (IIl2) 

vc +o  

	

co 	4 

	

4Tr( 	Wb v 	
f°  dv , 	 ( 11-13) 

	

D1 
= 	

vc + wb 

B. Strong-Magnetic-Field Limit 

We impose now the condition of having the cyclotron frequency 

much larger than the collision frequency. This strong-field condition 

presents no problems, since known values of the elastic collision fre-

quency are bounded with their maxima in the moderately low-energy 

region. 	From this strong field condition, we assume that Vc  can 

be neglected with respect to 
'b2 

 in expressions (I16) through (11-13). 

Equation (11-6) reduces to 

In f° 
 = - mv 2/2 

ME 2/3rB 2  
(11-14) 

V 

Thus we find that in the presence of a strong magnetic field the energy 

distribution is Maxwellian regardless of the functional dependence of 
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collision frequency on electron velocity. This distribution holds 

strictly true only when inelastic collisions are negligible. For 

simplicity we substitute 

a = 3mB 2/2ME 2  , 	 (11-15) 
2 

and write the distribution function as f = e ~

.
av  

. From Eq. (11-3) 

the ave rage energy u of the distribution is found to be 

	

= ME 2/2iB 2 	 (11-16) 

This is the expected result for a Maxwellian distribution. 

Application of the strong-field condition in expressions (11-7) 

and (11-10) yields: 

3  4n 	eE J 	I -av 
2) 

vT = 	 e 	dv 

vi 	
JO 	

e
4Tr eE 	-av 	 V 	dv-  -s- 
	 b 

Use of Eq. (11-2) gives the final expressions for the drift velocities: 

VT 
= 8a5/2 	eE 	 e -av24 v 	 (11-17) 

3i/ 	mcob JO 

v± = E/B. 	 (11-18) 

The latter is the well-known result for the drift velocity of a 

charged particle moving freely in crossed electric and magnetic fields. 

We can go one step further and take the ratio of Eqs. (11-17) and (11-18). 

The resulting equation is used for comparison with experiment 



Wb V T 	8a5R J v evv4d 	 (11-19) 

Vt 	V' 	0 
I 

Further evaluation requires knowledge of the collision frequency and 

will be dealt with later. I now define a convenient parameter, the 

drift velocity ratio Rv  vj/v 	One observation can now be made 

from the above integral. If the collision frequency is a constant 

Vc = 1/ , then we have the result 	 = 1 

Applying the strong-field condition to the expressions for the 

diffusion coefficients gives: 

D 	
4a 	J 	v4 

e 
 -av 2 	 (11-20) 

dv 
0 

4a3/2 	iT 	4 -av 	 (11-21) 

DT = 3t)2 , 
	

c v e 	V 

DJ 	2a 
= 	1 	, 	 (11-22) 

wb 

C. Diffusion Equation 

To compare the diffusion coefficient with experimental results, 

we must consider the diffusion equation in one dimension 3  

2 
nn 

---- 	.2 ,  
zz 

(II- 23) 

Only diffusion in the parallel (z) direction is considered, Since the 

energy distribution is assumed independent of spatial distribution, the 

parallel diffusion is independent of the perpendicular and transverse 

diffusion. If N electrons start from z = 0 at t = 0, then the density of 
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electrons at a time t > 0 is given by 



n(z,t)= 	N 1/2 	
exp (-z2/4Dt) 	 . 	 (11-24) 

(4nDt) 

For the work described here, the time of interest is the time it takes 

for the electrons to drift across the electrode gap, td.= d/vT. One 

must know the fraction AN/N ofthe electrons that fall ona strip 

2z 0  wide centered at z = 0. This fraction of the electrons AN/N is, 

of course, the same as the fraction of electron current Ai/i falling 

on this strip. Integration of Eq. (11-24) gives the desired result: 

5 

j0 
	2 

 e 
	ds = erf (s0) . 	 (11-25) 

0 

The parameter s of the error function has been defined in terms of 

the z coordinate., s2 = z2/4Dtd . Thus the parallel diffusion co-

efficient is given by 

D = z 0 2/4tds o Z  . 	 (11-26) 

D. Theory of a/p in a Transverse Magnetic Field 

The ionization coefficient a can be defined in equation form 

by 3 
ad •I 	ad 

i/i = e 	/ 	1 - y(e 	-1) 	, 	 (11-27) s   

where i 0  is the eleciron-emission current from the cathode caused 

by external irradiation and i is the electron current received at 

the anode. The distance d is the separation between the electrodes. 

The coefficient y is the average number of electrons produced per 

ion impact at the cathode. It has been shown that a/p in hydrogen 

can be expressed quite well by the analytic expression4 
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a/p = C 1  exp (-C 2  p/F)  

Here C 1  and C 2  are empirically determined con.itants. 

A general expression for the ionization coefficient in terms of 

the distribution function has, been derived.by Em'eleus, Lunt, and 

Meek: 8  
CO 

a/p = 	
} 	

P. (u) 1/2  f (u) du 	, 	. 	. 	 (11-29) 

Here W.' is the electron drift velocity (transverse direction), P.(u) 

is the probability for ionization, and K is a constant. 

Blevin and Haydon have investigated how a magnetic field 

affects each quantity on the ri.ghthand side of this equation 	Their 

main assumption is that the elastic collision frequency is constant 

They introduce the subscript notation 0, E/p for a quantity when B 

is zero and B/p, e/p when B is greater than zero. The results of 

their assumption are summarizedhere for the quantities in Eq. (II29): 

(a) The ionization probability P 1 (u) is unaffected. 

- 	(b) With vc  a constant in Eq. (11-7), the ratio of drift 

velocities with and without a magnetic field is obtained from 

WOE/ 2 2 	22 

WB/p E/p = + (&b 
	c 	

1 + 	. .. 	 (11-30) 

From Eq. (11-6) with V a constant we see that the 'energy 

distribution is Maxwellian both with and without a magnetic field. The 

only effect of the magnetic field, under their assumption, is to reduce 

the average energy of the electrons. 

The average energy is determined by equating the energy 

gain from drifting along E with the energy loss due to collisions. A 

concept of equivalent pressure, p is introduced by choosing an E/p' 

for zero magnetic field that corresponds to the same average energy 



as when the parameters are B/p and E/p. The effective pressure 

is P, = p (1 + W T 	 Thus the mean energy of the electrons with 

the magnetic field is the same as if the magnetic field were removed 

and the pressure increased by the factor (1 + w 	) 	These two 

states that have the same average energy will be called equivalent 

cases. The ratio of the ionization coefficients in these two equivalent 

cases becomes 

p, E/p = 
W

0, E/p 	 Z 2 
+ 	) 	. 	 (11-31) 

E/p 	WB/p E/p 

By using the empirical expression for a/p with no magnetic field 

(11-28), Blevin and Haydon arrive at the final result 

221/2 	
/ 	

221/21 a/p = C 1  (1 + (j T ) 	exp L- 0 2(P E) (1 + ') 'r ) 	j 	(11-32) 

14 



IlL GENERAL APPARATUS 

As mentioned in the introduction, the electrodes were coaxial 

cylinders The main reason for this geometry is that edge effects 

are eliminated in the direction of the large perpendicular drift. There 

are several other practical reasons for using this geometry. One is 

that it keeps the lateral dimensions of the electrodes much smaller 

than those of the magnet. In addition s  it allows easy alignment of the 

electrodes with each other and with the magnetic field. It is very 

critical in these experiments that the magnetic field be parallel to the 

electrode surfaces. Lastiy, it avoids the great difficulty of machining 

and aligning parallel-plate electrodes, since with these the dimension 

in the perpendicular direction would have to be so great. 

The cathode.s were aluminum cylinders, and the anodes consisted 

of stacks of copper rings. The electrodes were positioned coaxially 

by means of an epoxy resin base with, a brass center post. A cutaway 

view of the electrode structure in its vacuum chamber resting on the 

magnet is shown in Fig. 1. All the anodes had an inside diameter of 

16.5 cm. The minimum cathode diameter was 145 cm, so that the 

electric field was considered constant across the gap. The poles of 

the magnet were 45 cm in diameter with a gap of 12,7 cm; thus the 

magnetic field was uniform over the area of the electrodes. 

The vacuum chamber consisted of a Pyrex cylinder sealed top 

and .bottom by Pyrex end plates; the joints were ground glass with 

vacuum grease. The pumping system was.brass with rubber gaskets. 

An oil.diffusion pump was used with a liquid-nitrogen trap to reach a 

base pressure in the chamber of (4 to 6) x 1O mm Hg. The system 

was not bakeable. In use, the diffusion pump was isolated from the 

rest of the system by a valve, and the system operated statically 

with the cold trap pumping on the condensible impurities. Under these 

conditions, the partial pressure of the outgas sing impurities was less 

than 0.1% of the gas pressure. Gas pressures were measured with an 

oil manometer that could be read to within 0.005 mm Hg. Autovac 
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Magnet 

MU —24695 

Fig. 1. General electrode structure in the vacuum 
- 	 chamber. The unit rests flat on the magnet 

pole. 
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thermocouple and ionization gauges were used for measuring the lower 

pressures. Gases used were obtained from standard tanks of hydrogen, 

deuterium, and helium. The hydrogen was analyzed. with a mass 

spectrograph; the only noticeable impurity was air (0.04% oxygen 

and 0.19%  nitrogen). 

Electrical connections were made into the side of the vacuum 

chamber with eight tungsten lead-throughs. Grooves on the underside 

of the epoxy base accommodated electrical connections to the cathode 

and filaments. 

The magnetic field was determined by calibrating the magnet 

current with a rotating-coil gaussmeter. The range of the magnet 

field was zero to 10,000 gauss. 

Electrode currents were measured with two Keithley electro-

meters--models 600A and 610. Each electrometer has feedback 

circuitry, so that any voltage drop from anode to ground was negligible. 

No attempt was made to eliminate contact potentials; this effect was 

considered negligible in the range of voltages  used. 

011 
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IV. DRIFT VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS 

Measurements of the drift velocity for zero magnetic field 

have been of three types. The magnetic-deflection method used a weak 

magnetic field to produce a very small deflection in the stream of 

electrons. In those experiments, (wi) 2  was much less than one. To 

determine the drift velocity from this method, one must make certain 

assumptions about the energy distribution of the electrons. An extension 

of this method was used in the present work. 

The widely used second method is the high-frequency electron- 
10,11 

shutter technique. 	In this method two sets of parallel wire grids 

are set up between the electrodes. A high-frequency voltage is applied 

between adjacent wires in each grid. For certain frequencies bunches 

of electrons are able to pass through both grids. This method would 

he very difficult to use in a strong magnetic field because of the 

problems of mounting the grid wires in a coaxial geometry or the 

great numbers of electrons collected or affected by the grid wires 

during perpendicular drift. 

The third method measures the time for a bunch of electrons 

liberated by. a puls.e of.light to drift across the electrodes, 
12 

 Although 

this method did not give very good accuracy because of electron diffusion, 

I believe much better accuracy could be attained in a transverse strong 

magnetic field because of.the r.educed diffusion in the transverse di-

rection, . For a given .E/p, the magnetic field would increase the drift 

time by w T but the transverse-diffusion coefficient would be reduced 

by (w 
,.)2, 

 Hence the termination of the oscilloscope pulse representing 

the time of flight would be relatively more abrupt. 

The present experiment measures the ratio R v 
 of the per-

pendicular drift velocity to the transverse drift velocity. This ratio is 

equal to the average distance that the electrons traverse in the per-

pendicular direction while traveling from cathode to anode, divided 

by the electrode separation. In a strong magnetic field, this ratio 

is much larger than one. 



A. Apparatus and Procedure for Measuring 
Drift..Veiocity Ratio 

The general structure of the apparatus and vacuum system 

have already been described. A stack of three rings composed the 

anode structure, with the top and bottom rings being grounded guard 

rings. The middle currentcollecting ring was split into four quadrants. 

The quadrants were fastened into a ring by pinning their ends to small 

blocks of epoxy resin. Pins of epoxy held the stack of rings together. 

After being pinned together, the whole anode structure was turned in 

a lathe to effect accurate alignment. Assembly is shown in Fig. 2a and 

b. 

To obtain a line source of electrons, a hot filament was used. 

The filament (made of 0,003in, tantalum wire) was mounted parallel 

to the magnetic field and was recessed in a slot in the cathode as shown. 

A 6-v storage battery in series with a variable resistance was used to 

heat the filament. The battery was floating with respect to ground, 

since the positive end of the filament was tied to the cathode. To 

make sure the electrons were emitted at cathode potential, the filament 

was located deep in the slot. 

Current to two adjacent quadrants was measured simultaneously 

with two Keithley electrometers (models 600A and 610) while the other 

two quadrants were grounded. Cathode voltage was produced by a 

string of B batteries, The average distance that the electrons traveled 

in the perpendicular direction was taken as the length of an arc located 

midway between the electodes. The arc length usually corresponded 

to an integral number of quadrants. Gap separation was 1 cm, In 

the present experiment the ratio of drift velocities is given by 

B = 12,15 Q,  where  Q  is the number of quadrants traversed. Figure 

2c shows the schematic for a measurement with Q 2, 

Gas was introduced into the chamber, and measurements were 

made at various gap voltages. At each voltage the magnetic field was 

adjusted so the current was equally divided between two adjacent 
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S. 

II 1 
'U!A 

1 0  

(c) 

- 	 MU-24694 

Fig. 2. Experimental details for measuring the 
drift-velocity ratio. 
(a, b) Anode construction and location of the 
filament on the cathode. Only the central 
portion of the filament is heated. 
(c) Electrical schematic for the measuring 
ratio (shown for Q = 2). The anode currents 
were measured with Keithley 600A and 610 
electrometers. 
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quadrants. Data were checked by evacuating the chamber and refilling 

to the same pressure, then repeating the measurements Total current 

to the anode was about lO' °  amp. Increasing or decreasing the current 

used by an order of magnitude did not alter the value of the measurements, 

Thus I conclude that space-charge effects are negligible Since air 

is the chief impurity in the tank hydrogen, some measurements were 

made to test the effect of adding 1 and 2% air to the hydrogen No 

measureable difference was observed. The effect of outgassing im-

purities could be seen at the smallest values of E/B by comparison 

of measurements taken just after fi]iling the chamber with some taken 

many minutes later. For a given E and p, less magnetic field was 

required for current balance at a later.time, This agrees with the 

supposition that impurities lower the average energy of the electrons. 

The ratio B ranged from 1215 to 486, corresponding to a 

Q varying from one to four. Pressures and electric fields used varied 

from 05 to 3 mm Hg and from 22,5 to 315 v/cm. The magnetic field 

ranged from 1700 to 9000 gauss. The error s in these parameters are 

now discussed. The voltages from the B batteries are assumed to 

be constant, since the current drain is negligible. The pressure was 

determined to within 1%.  Care was taken in reading the magnetic field 

to give 1% accuracy. Error in being able to set the magnetic field to 

correspond to exact division of the current between quadrants could 

introduce another random error of about 1%.  One consistent error 

came from the cyclotron motion of the electrons. This motion caused 

the effective gap to be less than the actual electrode separation. The 

effect is pictured in Fig. 3 by the greatly exaggerated motion of an 

electron approaching the anode (actually the electron velocity is very 

much greater than the drift velocity). It is seen that the electron is 

captured when theoretically it is still about a cyclotron radius from 

the anode. Obviously this effect is more pronounced for the higher-

enrgy electrons. Considering the range of electron energies and the 

magnetic fields used, this effect should be less than 1%, 
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Fig. 3. Cycloidal motion of an electron approaching 
the anode (greatly exaggerated since the electron's 
velocity is much greater than the drift velocity). 



The largest error is due to the transverse diffusion of the 

electrons. Those electrons that have diffused farthest toward the 

anode are captured first Continued diffusion toward the anode causes 

a significant number of electrons to be collected earlier than theo-

retically expected. Hence the measured values of R are smaller 

than they should be. Putting representative numbers into Eq. (II..Zl) 

and (II.26), I expect'that the effect is no larger than 5% The effect 

should be pressuredependent and therefore show up in the data. Since 

no such dependence is observed in the data for hydrogen and deuterium, 

I doubt that this effect causes a larger error than 5%. 

B. Results 

According to theory the average electron energy is a function 

of E/B in the strong.field limit, and for a given average energy B 

is proportional to B/p. Thus all data for a given gas can be compared 

by reducing it to a common value of :Rv.  On this basis, I have plotted 

B/pQ as a function of E/B, In other words, for a given average energy 

of the electrons, a certain value of magnetic field divided by pressure 

is needed to produce a predetermined ratio of drift velocities. The 

resulting data for hydrogen, deuteriumD and helium are shown in 

Figs. 4through 6. The drift velocity E/B is expressed in cm/sec 

and the parameter B/pQ is expressed in kgauss/mm Hg quadrant. 

The gas temperature in the measurements ranged from 19 to 25 0 C, 

but the data were adjusted to correspond to a temperature of ZO ° C. 

Even though the measurements in each gas were taken over several 

days, the points for hydrogen and deuterium fall quite well on smooth 

curves. The scatter in the points for these two gases did not seem to 

be correlated to a change in pressure. In helium, the points did not fall 

so smoothly around a line. The magnitude of the scatter was no greater 

than for hydrogen and deuterium except at high E/B, but the percentage 

error in the scatter is much larger in helium, Also, and more important 

there was a very noticeable shift downward of the data as the pressure 
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was increased. This shift seemed to stop when the pressure was 

greater than 2 mm Hg. No conclusive reason was found for this 

shift. Putting in numbers for the electron velocity and magnetic field 

would seem to discount such a large shift being due to the cyclotron 

motion already discussed. In the diffusion experiment it was found 

that a filament formed numerous negative ions when helium was used 

(impurities in the tank gas): Itwas also found that more negative ions 

were formed at the higher pressures. However the effect of negative 

ions would produce a shift in the other /direction on the assumption 

that more ions are formed at the higher pressures. 

Smooth, curves were determined from the dtift'velocity data 

(Fig. 7). In hydrogen and deuterium, smooth curves were drawn just 

through the massed points. In helium, the curve was determined 

from the high pressure limit of points These curves were drawn for 

a drift velocity ratio of ten. The curves show the effective magnetic 

field B 1  as a function of E/B. Here, B 1  is the magnetic field 

needed at 1 mm pressure and 20 ° C to make the perpendicular drift 

ten times the transverse drift for a given E/B. In order to obtain 

the transverse drift velocity from these curves, the parameters E/B 

and B/p are derived from the given values of E in volt/cm, B in kgauss, 

and p in mm Hg. In these units the perpendicular drift is vj = lO 

E/B cm/sec The drift velocity ratio is given by Rv = 10 B/pB 1  

So finally the transverse drift velocity is given in cm/sec by 

vT = 10 4B 1 (p/B) (E/B) 	 (tVl) 

One must remember that in using this,.the ratio of the drift velocities 

must be large for the strongfield approximation to hold. For B> 7, 

the deviation is less than 2% When the field is only moderately strong 

> 3), the ratio of drift velocities is still obtained from the curves by 

the above method, but the perpendicular drift velocity is reduced by 

approximately (w2 72) / (1 + 	Since .to a good approximation the 
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parameter WT is equal to 	I introduce the correction factor 

F = B2/l + B 2 	 (IV-2) 

Thus the perpendicular drift velocity is more accurately given in 

cm/sec by 

vj = F E/B x 1O 
	

(IV-3) 

and a corresponding reduction must be made in the transverse drift. 

C. Perpendicular Diffusion 

It may have been noticed that the expression for the perpendicular 

diffusion coefficient becomes very simple in the strong-field limit. 

This theoretical expression, Eq. (11-22), is independent of the elastic 

collision frequency. Hence it would be of great interest to be able 

to measure this diffusion coefficient. With this in mind, a 2-cm-wide 

section was built into the anode used for the drift-velocity measure-

ments. :This was done at the time of original construction. This 

segment, forming the end of one quadrant, was insulated from the rest 

of this quartered ring. 

The procedure used in an attempt to measure this coefficient 

was as follows. First the current. to the wide flanking segments was 

balanced by the same technique used in mea'suring the dirft-velocity 

ratio. Then the ratio of current on the small section to the sum of 

currents on the flanking segments was found. This current ratio 

should determine the coefficient,if one uses the expressions derived 

in Section lI-C. The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 8. 

The results of this experiment were that the current ratio 

stayed about constant as the different parameters were varied; also 

much more current went to the flanking'segments than expected from 

approximate calculations of the coefficient. I believe this contrary be-

havior results from the effect of transverse diffusion discussed at the 

end of Section JV-A, Apparently this effect causes the electrons to be 
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collected over a much wide.r region of the anode than expected on the 

basis of perpendicular diffusion It would be of real interest to devise 

an experiment that measures the perpendicular diffusion coefficient 

in the strongmagnetic -field limit 
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V. MEASUREMENT OF PAR ALLEL- DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 

Measurement of the diffusion coefficient in a steady-state 

experiment has long been used as a method of determining the average 

energy of electrons. 
13  Microwave breakdown has been used more 

recently to determine the diffusion coefficient and hence the average 

energy. 
14  In both of these cases, it has been shown that the ratio of 

the diffusion coefficient to the mobility is a measure of the average 

energy, provided the energy distribution is known. The mobility t 

is the drift velocity divided by the electric field. In a steady-state 

experiment without a magnetic field, it is possible to measure the ratio 

D/t directlybecause the diffusion is isotropic. In other words, the 

diffusion.coefficient must be determined for the same direction as the 

drift velocity/ As seen in the theoretical expressions, Eqs, (11-11), 

(11-12), and (11-13), the diffusion coefficients are different for the 

three directiOns of a crossed-field geometry. The method used in 

the present work is to measure the diffusion coefficient along the 

magnetic field by using the d±ift:.velocity measurements to give time 

of flight Electrons emitted from a line source parallel to the per-

pendicular direction will diffuse to form a gaussian distribution in the 

parallel direction by the time they arrive at the anode. 

A. Apparatus and Procedure 

The details of the electrodes are shown in Fig 9a, 'The anode 

structure is a stack of five rings held together with epoxy pins. Top 

and bottom rings are grounded guard rings and the current is measured 

to the three middle rings, A slit 010 cm wide and 3 cm long in the 

perpendicular direction was cut into the surface of the cathode-for 

the source of electrons. The three middle rings were equally wide. 

and symmetrically located across from the slit. The area behind the 

slit was cut away and the inside of the cathode was milled to give a 

material thickness of only 0,0 18 cm in the vicinity of the slit. The 

filament was located parallel to the slit. As in the drift-velocity 

experiment, the filament was heated by a 6-v battery in series withy 

a variable resistance. The positive end of the filament was connected 

to the cathode, 
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Electrode detail. The filament is 
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Electrical schematic for measuring ratio 
of currents to middle rings. The ratio of 
currents was 'b"O = 0.70. 
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Two experimental problems became particularly serious 

in the presence of the magnetic field. Fir.st,the filament had to be 

enclosed so that electrons could not travel along the magnetic field 

and find their way around the top of the cathode Second, it was 

necessary that a significant number of electrons escape through the 

slit and yet the filament had to bekept at a temperature low enough 

that the number of negative ions formed was negligible. Accordingly 

the cathode was milled very thin around the emission slit. It was 

noticed that placing the filament some 20 to 40 v negative with respect 

to the cathode to yield more electrons also caused a very large 

number of negative ions to escape through the slit. 

To check the alignment of the electrodes with the emission 

slit and with the magnetic field, the current to the two side rings was 

measured simultaneously. The currents were within 15% of each 

other. This constituted sufficient alignment, since only the sum of 

the currents to the side rings is measured in the experiment. 

The experimental procedure consisted of simultaneously reading 

the current to the center ring and the sum of the currents to the side 

rings. This is shown schematically in Fig. 9b.. The two electro-

meters were calibrated with respect to, each other by using an external 

current source; a 10' 2 -.ohm resistor with,a 1 to 10-v battery com-

prised the current source. The measurements consisted.of.adjusting 

the magnetic field until a predetermined ratio of 70% of the current was 

going to the central ring. Measurements were checked by evacuating 

and refilling the chamber to the same pressure. The duplicate run 

resulted in measured magnetic fields that agreed with .the first run 

to within 2%. 

The range of the parameters used in hydrogen and deuterium 

for E was from 6 to 270 v/cm', for p from 1,7 to 4.0 mmHg,.and 

for B from 800 to 7000 gauss. The total current to all rings was 

about 10 
	amp so that any space charge could be neglected. 
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Diffusion in the helium could not be measured in a strong 

magnetic field because huge numbers of negative ions were emitted. 

Sin.ce the negative-ion effect in hydrogen was negligible, I conclude 

that the helium gas was quite impure. 

The negative ions were detected by raising the magnetic field 

to large values. As B increases, a larger fraction of the emitted 

electrons diffuse to the side rings. But at very large fields very 

few electrons escape through the emission slit; they are captured by 

the cathode. In reaching this point, the filament current had to be 

increased as B was raised, to obtain measureable amounts of current. 

At these very high fields, the observed current was almost entirely 

to the middle ring, which could only be from negative ions. In hydrogen 

and deuterium, the filament temperature had to be raised much higher 

than usual to produce observable numbers of negative ions. 

B. Results 

The diffusion coefficient is now evaluated with the help of 

Eqs.. (11-25) and (II...26). With 70% of,the current going to the middle 

ring, it can be shown easily (with the dimensions of the electrode 

structure) that less than 1/2% of the current is not collected by the 

two electrometers. The effect on the current ratio of the finite width 

of the emission slit is negligible. After substituting the values for 

the half width z 0  of the middle ring and the argument s 0  of the 

error function corresponding to the current ratio, the diffusion co-

efficient is given by D1 = 0.330/td. The drift time is found from the 

transverse drift velocity curves of Fig. 7 and the known gap spacing 

of 1,00 cm. The drift velocity ratio Rv  ranged from 3 to 8 for the 

range of parameters used. Thus to make the results correspond to 

the case of a very strong magnetic field, the computed values 'for the 	
1 

coefficient must be decreased by the factor F (Eq. IV2), which 

enters because the perpendicular drift is decreased by this factor and 

consequently the drift time is increased. The factor F ranged from 

0.90 to 0.98 for the range quoted above. 

0 
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From examination of Eq. (11-20) for the parallel-diffusion 

coefficient it is seen that the product pD 1  depends only on the average 

energy and the cross section. On this basis I have plotted the measured 

quantity pD 1 1 as a function of E/B. The results are shown for H 2  

and D 2  in Fig. 10. Except for substantial scatter at the lowest 

energies, the points fall quite well on smooth curves. 

N 
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VI. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

A. Elastic Cross Section 

It is now necessary to compare the results for the drift velocity 

and the diffusion-coefficient measurements with the theoretical ex-

pressions. To do so, the velocity dependence of the collision frequency 

is needed, Previous experiments have shown that the collision frequency 

is a maximum for hydrogen in the region of 3 to 4 ev. On this basis I 

have defined the dimensionless collision frequency 

X V/P\)4 = v/v44  , 
	

I (VI-l) 

where \) 4  v4, and C74are 
 respectively the collision frequency (at 

1 mm Hg), velocity, and collision cross section for a four-volt electron. 

The relation between collision frequency and cross section is given by 

Vc = flgVG where the gas density flg  is taken to be 3,30x10' p/cm 3 , 

corresponding to the experimental temperature of 20
0 C. If we use 

these substitutions, the expressions for the drift-velocity ratio, and 

parallel-diffusion coefficient [Eqs. (11-19) and (11-20) 1 become 

CP 

	

= 8a5/2 	

jo 	
dv R[u) 	 (VI-2) 

P')c 4 1 v 	3/ n 

and 

	

00 
3/2 	4 	2 

j 	 - pj D = 4a 	i 	v - e -av  dv .  D(u) . 	 (VI-3) 
c4j 	3,/TI 	) 0 	

Ix 

For a given cross section, the functions R( - ) and D() depen4 only on 

the average electron energy. For a first try, the cross section' for Frost 
15 	 - 	- 

	

and Phelps was used for ,. 	The integrals R(u) and D(u) were evaluated 

on an IBM 709 computer. 
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It will be seen that the left.hand side of Eq. (VI-2) for R(i) Is 

directly proportional to B 1 . Thus when the correct cross section (colli-

sion frequency) is put into the integral, the shape of R(i) should match 

the experimental curve of B 1  as. a function of E/B (Fig. 7). Since there 

is no convincing evidence to the contrary, I assume the cross section is 

the same for hydrogen and deuterium. A value for Vc4 
 was obtained by 

matching the maxima of the experimental and calculated curves. Then at 

energies lower than that corresponding to the maxima of the curves, values 

of i as a function of E/B could be obtained. In a similar way, by using 

the value of v4  just obtained, the D(i) curve could be compared with 

the experimental pD 11  curve to give u as a function of. E/B. Appropriate 

changes were made in X until values for (E/B) determined from the 

two experiments were in reasonable agreement. The curve was kept 

smooth.in making the changes. 

The cross section finally.obtained is shown in Fig. ila, It is 

somewhat too large because of the error caused.by  transverse diffusion, 

which is described at the end of Section TV-A. As a reference, the cross 

section corresponding to a constant collision frequency is drawn for 

c4 
• It is seen that the cross section reaches a maximum of almost 

2 
ZxlO 

15 
 cm at 1,5 ev, and the collision frequency reaches a maximum 

of almost 6x10 9/sec-mm Hg in the region of 3,0 to 3.5 ev. At the very 

lowest energies the definitive work of Pack and Phelps was used for the 

cross section. 11  Above 4ev, Brodes shape of the cross section was 

used. 
16 

 It was found that in this region the cross section essentially 

agreed with that of Brode. This means that the momentum -trans fe r 

cross section .is equal to the total cross section, . From this I conclude 

that the scattering is isotropic. Also shown are the cross sections ob-

tamed by Frost and Phelps, Crompton and Sutton, 
17 

 Hall, 
 18 

 and Bekefi 

and. Brown. 19  The results obtained by Crompton and .Sutton for hydrogen 

and by Hall for deuterium have been averaged together (hereafter denoted 

CSH). My results agree fairly well with those of. Bekefi and Brown and 

are about 10 to 20% higher than the other two results. The biggest 
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discrepancy is with the very recent values of Frost and Phelps. They 

made a computer analysis of the Boltzmann equation using published 

drift velocity and diffusion data (Crompton and Sutton in the region of 

interest) and obtained elastic and inelastic cross sections. Since their 

method of analysis seems most complete, any error would probably lie 

in the experimental data they used. The results quoted for CSH are 

those based on a Druyvestyn distribution. Their values based on a 

Maxwellian distribution are much larger and agree with mine almost 

completely. But the former distribution would seem to be more 

appropriate to the shape of the cross section. In fact, since the cross 

section is rising at the low energies, the distribution should be even 

more peaked than a Drüyvestyn since there is no magnetic field. On 

the other hand Corrigan and von Engel have made some energy-balance 

calculations to compare with their measurements of ionization, excitation, 
20 

and dissociation coefficients. 	They use.a Maxwell distribution and get 

good agreement. A comparison of my value of the transverse drift 

velocity with direct measurement should help determine the actual 

distribution. Most likely the distribution is Maxwellian with a depleted 

tail. 

Since no diffusion data could be taken for helium, only the drift-

velocity measurements were used to determine a cross section. The 

average energy was found in terms of E/B by taking yi equal to one. 

The shape of the cross section given by Brown was used for a first 

try and was found to give reasonably good agreement. The result 

arrived at is shown in Fig. lib. It is seen that the cross section reaches 

a maximum around 0.8x10 5  cm 2  between 1.0 and 1,5 ev. The collision 

frequency at 4 ev was 2.7 to 2.8x109/sec-mm Hg. These values are 

some 20 to 40% higher than other well-established values of Pack and 
11 21 	 22 

Phelps, 	Hirshfield and Brown, 	and Gould and Brown. 	The experi- 

ment of Anderson and Goldstein 23  and the theoretical calculations of 

Graham and Ruhlig 24  give values closer to mine. The errors causing 

my high value is probably the large amount of impurities present as 
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well as the effect of transverse diffusion. Also, since the value for 

the cross section in hydrogen was higher than other value,the assumption 

of a Maxwellian distribution probably is not sufficiently accurate. 

B. Average Energy of the Electrons 

In determining the collision cross section, it was necessary to 

find the average energy of the electrons as a function of E/B. The values 

obtained are shown in Fig. 12, My results, can not be compared directly 

with other work, since no previous measurements have been made in a 

strong magnetic field. However, one can compare the average energy 

loss per collision as a function of the average energy. This comparison 

is shown in Fig. 13 for hydrogen and deuterium To find the fractional 

energy loss per elastic collision, one must multiply Tj by Zm/M. For 

hydrogen, the results agree well with those of Bekefi and Brown. Above 

0.5 ev, the values of, Crompton and Sutton are much larger. In deuterium 

the same general discrepancy is observed in comparison with the results 

of Hall. There is a very consistent trend in the comparison which agrees 

with what was observed in the cross sections. First, in both cases my 

results agree well with Bekefi and Brown.. Second, the results of CSH 

based on a Maxwellian distribution are closer to mine than those based on 

the Druyvestyn distribution. This strongly suggests that the discrepancies 

result from incorrect assumptions about the distribution function. 

Another rather interesting comparison can be made with my 

values for the average energy. By making certain assumptions, com 

parison can be made,  with the average energy as a function of E/p with 

no magnetic field. I must first digress to discuss the available values 

of the average energy as a function of E/p. The result I use is that 

given in Brown' s book. He makes a composite of values by Townsend 
14 

and Bailey 13  and by Varnerin and Brown. 	The latter results are 

about 20% higher than the former. Brown uses the former for the lower 

energies and then makes a transition.to  the latter around 5 ev. In 

addition there are also the results of'Crompton and Sutton which are 

about 20% lower than those of Townsend and Bailey in the range of 1,4 
17 

to 2 ev. 
	So the value I am using is not particularly well.established. 
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Fig. 13. Average-energy-loss_per_collision paramete'r 
11, as a function of the average energy of the electrons. 
The average fractional energy loss per collision is 
X = r (Zm/M). (a) Present results for hydrogen are 
compared with those of Bekefi and Brown (BB) and of 
Crompton and Sutton (CS) for Maxwell (M) and 
Druyvestyn (D) distributions. (b) Present results for 
deuterium are compared withthose of Hall (H) for Maxwell 
(M) and Druyv'estyn (D) distributions. 
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The above-mentioned comparison was made by finding a means 

of expressing E/p in terms of E/B. In Section II-Dthe concept of 

equivalent pressure was introduced. In the limit of a strong magnetic 

field one has the equivalent pressure p' = WTp Since we are dealing 

with the quantity F/p, we can write E/B = ( T E/p') / (B/p). Next 

I define the conversion factor K = w T p/B. In terms of this we can 

express the relationship E/B = K E/p. Note that K/p = e '1- /rn is 

the mobility for B = 0. 

In effect, in the equivalent-pressure concept, the transverse 

drift velocity for B = 0 is the same as the perpendicular drift velocity 

for a strong magnetic field. Since the values quoted for E/p are for 

a temperature of 0 0 C, all collision frequencies used in this paragraph 

are also for this temperature For this temperature the maximum 

collision frequency is about 6.5xlO 9/sec-mm Hg, Figure 14 shows my 

values of the average energy as a function of E/B compared with 

values obtained for zero magnetic field. In making the comparison, 

the effective E/p' is equal to E/p for zero magnetic field when ob-

taining values for the average energy. Comparison is made using 

several average collision frequencies in the relationship E/B = K E/p' 

The collision frequencies of 6.5, 5,5, 4,5, and 3.5x10 9/sec-mm Hg 

correspond respectively to K = 2.7, 3,2, 3.9,  and 5.0. 

In the region of 3 to 4 ev, where the collision frequency is 

maximum, it is seen that quite good agreement is obtained by using an 

average collision frequency nearly equal to the maximum. At lower 

energies, agreement is obtained by using smaller frequencies. This 

certainly agrees with the physical situation in which the collision fre-

quency does indeed rapidly decrease for electron energies below 2 ev. 

It would be of great interest to know how the average energy varies as 

a function of F/B above the measured 4.5 ev. I feel that the curve will 

bend down more than the curves for no magnetic field. The reasons 

for this judgment are given in the discussion of Section VIII. 
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From both Figs. 12 and 13 we can see that the average energy 

loss per collision in hydrogen is almost twice that in deuterium. Since 

this average energy loss is much larger than that due to elastic collisions, 

there must be substantial differences in the energy losses to rotational 

and vibrational excitation between hydrogen and deuteriupi. Since this 

average energy loss is much larger than that due to elastic collisions, 

there must be substantial differences in the energy losses to rotational 

and vibrational excitation between hydrogen and deuterium. Incidentally, 

this big difference in energy losses accounts for the large difference in 

ionization coefficients for the two gases as observed by Rose. 	Because 

of the larger mass, the energy levels in deüterium are closer together 

and smaller than they are in hydrogen. I have no information on how 

the increased mass affects the cross section for these losses, There 

has been much disagreement concerning the vibrational cross section. 

Frost and Phelps determined cross sections for rotational excitation 

(first and second kinds) and for vibrational excitation by using a computer 

analysis of swarm data. Their result for.the vibrational cross section 

rises rather steeply from the threshold value. This rise does not 

seem to agree with the e.xperiments of Schulz, in which it was found 

that the cross section near threshold must be very small. 
25 

 Some 

theoretical calculations by Chen and Magee based on a model of 

negative'ion formation with subsequent autoionizatiôn give a very 

steeply spiked vibrational  cross sedtion near 7 ev. 
26  This result 

would appear to have some correlation with the results of Frost and 

Phelps, who stated that the vibrational cross section should be larger 

for energies greater than 3ev, than that found by Ramien, 27 

Some very recent information appears to resolve the question 

of the vibrational cross section. New measurements by Schulz, using 

a double electrostatic analyzer, give a vibrational cross section in 

hydrogen. 
28 

 This cross section reaches a maximum of about 3 to 

4xlO 7  cm 2  at an energy of about 3 ev. This result agrees very well 

with the value given by Frost and Phelps, who now doubt their statement 

that the cross section should be increased for energies above 3 ev. 29 
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There is one aspect (previously unmentioned) of my results of 

measuring the drift-.velocity ratio that can be correlated with the vibrational 

excitation. In the data for hydrogen (Figs. 4 and 7) there is a small dip 

in the curve near E/B = 3 x 106  cm/sec. I believe this is the effect. of 

strong reduction of the average energy by the vibrational excitation If 

there was any dip in the curve for deuterium, (Fig. 5),it was very small. 

There is a great need for direct measurements of the vibrational cross 

section in deuterium. 
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VII. MEASUREMENT OF THE IONIZATION COEFFICIENT 

The usual way to determine a/p is to measure the anode current 

i for different electrode gap separations while the cathode emission i 0 , 

the electric field E, and the pressure p are kept constant. 	In addition, 

my work requires that the parameter B be kept ôonstant at the different 

gap spacings. An alternate method is to measure the anode current at 

constant gap spacing as the pressure is varied. 
30  In this method the 

parameters E/p and B/p must be kept constant as the pressure is 

varied. The first method is the one used for almost all the measure-

ments0 The latter was tried at a later time to compare with the former. 

A. Apparatus and Procedure 

The general geometry and vacuum system were described in 

Section III. The anode consisted of a stack of three copper rings, 

insulated from one another and kept in alignment by nylon washers and 

pins. The top and bottom rings were grounded guard rings for insuring 

uniform field in the central region between the electrodes. The anode 

current to the middle ring was measured with an electrometer (Keithley 

model 600A). The cathodes were a set of replaceable cylinders of 

different diameters so that the gap spacing could be varied from 0,2 to 

1,0 cm. The apparatus is shown schematically in •  Fig. 15. 

The cathode potential was varied by means of a Helipot potentiometer. 

One thousand volts from a highly regulated power supply was placed 

across the terminals of the potentiometer. Cathode voltage could be set 

within 0,5 v, A small pattern of holes in the anode and a quartz window 

on the vacuum chamber a]ilowed the cathode to be illuminated with ultra-

violet light (chiefly the 2537 A line)f1omaHanovia mercury lamp. Tests 

showed the light output of the lamp to be quite constant. 

The procedure consisted of taking data each day for a different 

electrode spacing. Measurements of the anode current were made for 

predetermined values of pressure and electric and magnetic fields. The 

major difficulty of this procedure was that the currents measured each 
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day for a given E/p and B/p did not correspond to tae same pioto-

emission current i 0 . The cathode surfaces were definitely not tie 

same from day to day and were not even very stable during any one 

day. The emission current i varied 5 to 20% during a day's run and 

varied as much as a factor of three from day to day. The latter was 

caused by differences in cathode illumination as well as variations in 

the cathode surface. A prolonged glow discharge did not improve .tie 

stability of the electron emission, since the aluminum surface was 

readily contaminated by the dirty vacuum system. 

The method for making the measurements taken on different days 

correspond to the same 10  is now described. With the chamber 

evacuated, the ultraviolet light was shone periodically on the cathode until 

photoemission of the cathode became relatively constant. After this 

the cathode was illuminated only long enough to take each measurement. 

At the beginning and at regular intervals during tne run, the electron 

emission in vacuum with no magnetic field was measured. Since the 

actual electron emis sion at agiven set of vàlue s for F, p, and B is 

directly proportional to tne vacuum photoemission, these vacuum 

currents were used to adjust tue measurements taken on different days 

to common values of i 0 . Measurements of a/p with no magnetic field 

were made using this technique so that comparison could be made with 

the results given by other experiments. Measurements were duplicated 

for several gap spacings, so that reproducibility could be checked. 

The anode current was taken as the difference in the electrom-

eter current when the cathode was illuminated and when it was dark, 

An extraneous current came from leakage currents on the outside of 

the vacuum chamber when the voltages were high. The range of currents 

measured was 1012  to 10
0  amp, so that space charge effects were 

insignificant. Measurement of the current to the guard rings showed 

that the diffusive loss of electrons in the parallel direction is negligible. 

It was assumed that the major impurity in the hydrogen was that 

of the air contained in the gas supply. To check tue possible effect of 



this air, some test measurements were made in which 1 to 3% air 

was added to the system. No difference could be detected within the 

experimental accuracy of the measurements. The range of p was 

from 1 to 8 mm Hg; F from 75 to 1000 volt/cm; and B from 0 to 

8000 gauss. The error in the setting of each of these parameters was 

random. For F and p it was less than 1%,  and for B and the current 

i the errors fell within 2%, 

B. Results 

To determine a/p for a given E/p and B/p we must use 

Eq. (II- 27). We assume that by keeping the current ratio i/i 0  

reasonably small, the effect of secondary emission is negligible. 

Then Eq (11-27) can be written in the form 

a/p = (1/pd) ln (i/id 
	

(VII- 1) 

Thus a/p is obtained by plotting the logarithm of the anode current 

as a function of the gap separation, and then drawing the best ift 

straight line through the points. Again it was assumed that any secondary-

emission effects will show up in an upward curving of the points at the 

largest values of d. Most of the data showed no upward curving within 

the scatter of the points. Typical sets of data are shown in Fig. 16, 

An interesting thing to note in the data is that the various lines do not 

intersect the d = 0 axis at about the same point. This spread is much 

larger than can be expected on the basis of backscattering 31 The 

magnetic field greatly decreases the effective emission from the cathode 

because many of the emitted electrons are bent by the magnetic field 

and recaptured by the cathode. I his decreases the emission much more 

than the backscattering. In fact, backscattering is caused by collisions 

of the electrons with the gas molecules, while, with a magnetic field, 

theelectrbns can escape the cathode onlyby colliding. The many sets 

of data were examined to see if i 0  was the same for different pressures 

when F/p and B/p were kept the same, Within experimntal error, 

/ 

/ 
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Fig. 16. Sample data for determining ct/p. Anode 
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the effective emission did stay the same; but there did seem to be a 

very slight increase for the higher pressures. This could be due to 

the effect of the electrons being emitted with a small amount of energy,  

Studies have shown that backscattering is a function of E/p only. I 

expect that in a magnetic field the effective emission is a function of 

E/p and B/p. It would be an interesting study to see if this is so. 

As already suggested in the Procedure, the largest error was 

in the adjustment of daily measurements to a common value of cathode 

emission. This error is shown in the sample data of Fig. 16 by the 

deviation of reproducibility in the duplicate points at several values of d. 

This deviation was less than 20% for most measurements. The error on 

each value of a/p was obtained by judging the maximum deviation in the 

straight lines drawn through each set of points. Also a/p was measured 

at different pressures for several yalues of the paraneters E/p and 

B/p, and the results averaged. 

A few measurements were made by varying the pressure (see 

Fi17)-. This has the great advantage that all points for any given 

E/p and B/p can be taken in one run. The technique used was 

essentially the same as that for the method of varying the gap. The 

anode current is measured as a function of pressure; the voltage and 

magnetic field must le. raised as p is increased to keep the ratios 

E/p and B/p constant. Checks were made on the vacuum photoemission, 

and it was found that the cathode emission stayed constant for the limited 

data taken. 	. 

As indicated by the theory of Blevin and Haydon, a plot of 

in (o./p) as a function of p/E should give straight lines for various values 

of the parameter B/p. The measured values are plotted in this form 

in Fig. 18. The range of experimental error is shown by the-height of 

• 

	

	 each plotted value. My results are given for a temperature of 20
0 
 C. 

. They agree excellently with the measurements of Pose 4  in the range 

30 E/p 150 when corrected for the same temperature. One possible 

error lies in the assumption of a constant electric field in the coaxial 
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geometry. At the maximum gap separation, the electric field varies 

by ± 7% of the nominal value from cathode to anode. Using an analysis 

of 'a/p in a coaxial geometry, one can show that the error in measured 

current is negligible for the present experiment. 	The effect of small 

amounts of outgassing impurities cannot be completely discounted, but 

hydrogen does seem to be quite insensitive .to the contaminants in the 

system. Many Qther authors have found that measurements of a/p are 

unaffected by the presence of small amounts of impurities. 30, 32, 33 

In doing the experiment, I had assumed that the effects of second-

ary emission became important only when the curve of ln i vs d began 

curving upward from a straight line. Long after the measurements were 

made, I discovered that a more complicated analysis is needed for 

• correctly determining the coefficient. 	This analysis needs to 

take into account the secondary coefficient. It has been shown that at 

• high E/p the y  effects become significant, even though the data give 

a straight line for ln i vs d. According to the above 'papers, a/p starts 

deviating from the simple analysis when E/p becomes greater than 100, 

and, becomes significant for E/p > 150, As all my measurements (ex-

cept for B = 0) are for an effective E/p' < 150, I do not expect this 

effect to alter may results appreciably. 

From a straight line drawn through my points for B = 0, I was 

able to determine the constants in Eq. (11-28), Using these constants, 

the theoretical expression (II32) becomes for hydrogen 

a/p = 5.4(1 + W 2T2)2 exp[ (139 ± 1) (p/E) (1 + w2T2)l/2]. 

(VII-2) 

Next,, a value of the parameter 'r  is chosen' which gives theoretical 

straight lines best fitting the experimental points. These theoretical 

lines, as shown in Fig. 18,. fit the data quite well except at the lowest 

values of E/p for each set. The effective collision frequency cor-

responding to T is V,  = ( 3,1 ± 0,1) x 10 9/sec-mm Hg. This value 



for the collision frequency is considerably smaller than the actual 

collision frequency determined from drift measurements •(Section VI 

10 

	

	 of this report). In terms of this frequency the parameter o T  is given 

by w T = ( 5.6 ± 0.2)B/p where, as used before, B is in kilogauss and 

p is in millimeters of mercury. These values are all for a temperature 

of 20 ° C, 

The only other results with which these values can be compared 

are to be found in some unpublished work of Blevinquoted in Blevin 

and Haydon. He made measurements in a plane electrode geometry 

for B/p < 0.3. To compaie their theory with experiment, Blevin 

and Haydon assumed a constant collision frequency of 3.6x10 9/sec_mm 

Hg; this yalue was incorrectly obtained from drift-velocity data. Using 

their empirical constants in Eq. (11-32), I find that value,s of 2,9 to 

3.4x10 9/sec-mm Hg give calculated results that agree with their 

experimental values. This certainly agrees with my result. 

0 
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VIII. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS FOR THE IONIZATION COEFFICIENT 

As noted, the effective collision frcuency which makes the theory 

for the ionization coefficient agree with the experimental results is very 

much Jsmaller than the actual elastic collision frequency. Experimental 

errors could not account for such a large discrepancy. 

This discrepancy is caused entirely by the deviation of the actual 

collision frequency in hydrogen from the assumption of constant collision 

• frequency. In Fig. lOa the actual cross section and the cross section 

corresponding to a constant collision frequency are shown. There we 

see that the collision frequency reachés a maximum between 3 and 4 

• 

	

	 ev and slightly decreases at higher energies. At low energies below 

Z ev, the collision frequency drops to very small values. Therefore 

we must now consider the role of all kinds of collisions in detrmining 

the energy distribution. 

First of all, we consider the role of elastic collisions. Without 

a magnetic field, collisions keep the electrons from running to very 

high energies. Statistically, of course, there are a few electrons that 

attain relatively high energies. On the other hand, in the presence of 

a crossed magnetic field, the electrons are able to drift in the direction 

of the electric field and gain energy only by making collisions. In 

• 	 Eq. (11-7) it is seen that without a magnetic field the transverse drift 

velocity is inversely proportional to the collision frequency; in Eq. (11-17) 

it is seen that in a strong magnetic field the transverse drift is directly 

proportional to the collision frequency. In Fig. 19a we see qualitatively 

the effect of the actual crols section. It has already been shown in 

Section il-B that the energy distribution is Maxwellian in the limit of 

a strong magnetic field when only elastic collisions are present. With-

out a magnetic field, the distribution tends to be more like a Druyvesten 

distribution at the low energies. 	In other words •where the collision 

frequency is small, the elections are able to rush up to higher energies. 

This also applies in the high-energy range of the distribution. Since the 

collision frequency falls off somewhat above 4 ev, the electrons are able 
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to gain energy more easily without a magnetic field. Therefore 

already on this basis one needs a collision frequency smaller than the 

actual average 
'c 

 to make the two equivalent cases have equai average 

energies. 

The distorting effect of the actual velocity-dependent collision 

frequency becomes more important when inelastic collisions are con-

side red. The inelastic collisions of dissociation and electronic excitation 

remove electrons from the high.energy region and displace them into 

the low-energy region. Many. of these inelastic collisions leave the 

electrons with less than 2 ev, Without a magnetic field these displaced 

electrons quickly gain back.energy in the low 
c 
 region and join the 

main body of electrons in the average energy region of 3 to 8 ev, But 

with a strong magnetic field, these displaced electrons tend to collect 

in the low-energy region (u <2 ev) because of the small collision. 

frequency. We have sean that, in a strong magnetic field, the transverse 

drift is directly proportional to the collision frequency. The effect of 

inelastic collisions on the distribution functions is shown qualitatively 

in Fig. 18b. .A Maxwellian distribution for an average energy of 7ev 

is shown for comparison. The areas under the three curves are not 

exactly the same. 

From the values given in Fig. 18, it can be shown that the 

measured values of a/p are about 50 to 70% of what they should be on 

the basis of the actual collision frequency. This is the same as saying 

that the number of electrons in the ionizing region is reduced by some 

30 to 50% of what it should be for the equivalent case with no magnetic 

field. A sample calculation is given to show about how much the average 

energy needs to be reduced in order to cut down the number of high. 

energy electrons by about 40%.  For example, consider a Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution with an average energy of 8 ev, Then the 

average energy must be cut by about 20% to reduce the number of 

electrons above 16 ev by 40%.  However, since the actual distribution 

falls off much more rapidly than a Maxwellian because of inelastic 

collisions, the average energy does not need to be decreased by any 

where near 20% to produce the above reduction, 

7 
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Next I shall make, a rough calculation to show if the accumulation 

of electrons in the low-energy region because of the strong magnetic 

field causes a significant reduction in the average energy. This can be 

done by'considering the rate at which electrons are sent into the low-

energy region versus the rate at which they come out. In order to do 

this, one must find the average, rate at which inelastic collisions are 

made. For this calculation I will pick some representative numbers. 

Assume p = 1 mm; B = 2 kgauss; and E = 350 v/cm. To find the 

equivalent case for no magnetic field, I will use the actual elastic-

collision frequency which has an average value of roughly 5xl0 9/sec-mm 

Hg. This gives a value of about seven for W T and the equivalent case 

has E' = 50 v/cm. For these numbers the, average drift velocities are 

(using the symbols of Section II-D) WE! 	17xl0 7cm/sec and 
6 

WE/p B/p 2.5x10 cm/sec. At a low energy (about oneev), the 

collision frequency is about half the nominal value. Therefore, in the 

low-energy region the drift velocity is approximately doubled for, no 

magnetic field and is halved for the strong magnetic field. We get 

the 'average excitation collision frequency ' by equating the energy 

gain rate nWE to the energy loss rate n VXUX.  Elastic collisions are 

neglected. This gives an average excitation frequency of about 9x10 7/sec-

mm Hg when I use a value of 9 to 10 ev for u, the average energy' loss ,  

in an inelastic collision (see Corrigan and von Engle 20 ). 	, 

Now we are ready to estimate what fraction of the electrons 

need to be. in the energy region u < 3 ev in order to have a balanced 

flow in and out of this region. We assume that every excitation collision 

removes an electron to this low-energy range. This is certainly accurate 

enough for this calculation. This balance of flow can be represented 

simply by the equation 	 . 

nv = (3n\ 	tn 	
W E x 	

jout 	
dt 	u 	, 
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where An is the number of electrons in the energy range Au of 

0 to 3 ev, W is the average drift velocity for this low energy region, 

and 	is the fraction of electrons An/n having energies less than 3 ev. 

Putting in numbers, we arrive at the fractions 	= 0.15 for zero 

magnetic field and 	= 0.50 for the strong magnetic field. As a 

comparison, the fraction of electrons below 3 ev is 	= 0.33 for 	a 

Maxwell distribution of 6-ev average energy. This rough but repre-

sentative calculatiOn seems to bear out the contention that the number 

of electrons is built up in the low-energy region by inelastic collisions. 

The net result of this discussion is that the actual a/p is much smaller 

than that predicted on the basis of the average actual collision frequency. 

It will be noticed in Fig. 18 that all the measured values of 

a/p fall below the line of values for zero magnetic field. It would be 

of great interest to know where the values lie at larger E/p. First 

of all, for use in comparing values, we must use the latest analysis 

of a/p with zero magnetic field which finds that the values do not 

follOw a straight line. Since the values at high E/p for B = 0 cannot 

be expressed well by the analytic expression (11-28), it becomes 

necessary to find the values of a/p by using Eq. (11-31) with numerical 

values for a/p. As already discussed, the experimental values fell 

below the curves derived by using the real collision.frequency. The 

effects discussed here are represented in Fig. 20. The curve for 

B = 0, on which the theoretical curves are based, was derived by 

Jones and Llewellyn-Jones on the more complicated analysis for high 

E/p. 	Also shown is the dashed line for those values for B = 0 	de- 

termined by the simple analysis. The theoretical curves shown in 

this figure were derived from the numerical values of Jones and 

Llewellyn-Jones by using Eq. (11-31). The only available measurements 

for comparison are those of Robertson and Haydon 31 Their results 

(circles) and mine (triangles) are shown for a B/p of 1/4. For this 

value of B/p, theoretical curves are shown based on the effective 

collision frequency of 3.1x10 9/sec-mm-Hg and the actual average 
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the present values (triangles) are shown. 
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collision frequency of about 5xl0 9/sec-mm-Hg. It can be seen that 

the theoretical curve based on the effective frequency cuts up at a 

steeper, angle and therefore predicts higher values for a/p at large 

E/p than the actual collision frequency predicts. But it has just been 

shown in the previous discussion that the magnetic field causes a/p to 

be less than that predicted onthe basis of the actual collision frequency. 

The values of Robertson and Haydon seem to follow this predicted tread 

(their values were adjusted to a temperature of 200C). 
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IX, CONCLUSION 

It is shown that in the strong-magnetic-field limit the average 

energy of the electrons is a function of E/B as predicted by theory. 

The assumption of a Maxwellian distribution based on theory is found 

to give good results but, is not verified. Most'likely the distribution is 

Maxwellian with a depleted tail due to inelastic collisions. A value iS 

found for the elastic-collision cross section in hydrogen which is some-

what higher than reported by other authors. The largeness of this value 

is caused in part by an experimental error in which measured transverse 

drift velocities are slightly large. A direct measurement of'the transverse 

drift velocity by other means (pulse technique) is needed to confirm or 

disprove the accuracy of the velocity-ratio measurements reported 

herein. Values for the average energy of electrons in hydrogen and 

deuterium are found to agree reasonably well with other work when 

compared in a suitable manner. Determination of the average energy 

shows that the average energy loss per elastic collision by inelastic 

collisions in deuterium is almost one-half that in hydrogen. 

The effective pressure concept is found to be qualitatively but 

not quantitatively accurate in predicting the first Townsend coefficient 

in a transverse magnetic field. Measured values of a/p in crossed 

electric and magnetic fields are found to be represented rather well 

by an analytic expression over a large but limited range of values. 

This expression gives good results when aneffective collision fre-

quency of 3.lx.10 9/se:c-mm Hg is used. That this frequency is very 

much smaller than the average momentum-transfer collision frequency 

is shown to result from a deviation in the distribution function. This 

deviation arises from a combination of the small collision frequency 

at low energies with the magnetic field. 

El 
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APPENDIX, DEFINITIONS OF SYMBOLS 

a 3.mB /2 ME 

B Magnetic field 

B Effective magnetic field which makes R 	= 10 at 1 
1 v  

mm Hg (Section IV-B) 

C l ) C 2  Empirical constants for 	ct/p expressiàn [Eq. (11-28)1 

d Electrode separation 

D Parallel 

DT Transverse 	Diffusion coefficients 

D1 Perpendicular 

e Charge on electron 

E Electric field 

f Electron distribution function 

F Perpendicular drift correction factor [Eq. (IV-2)] 

i Electron current 

m Mass of electron 

M Mass of molecule 

n Electron density in configuration space 

flg  Gas density 

p Gas pressure 

Q Number of quadrants (Section IV-A) 

Ratio of perpendicular to transverse drift, vjjv 

s Argument of error function (Section 11-C) 

t Time 

T Temperature 

u Electron kinetic energy 

Average energy of electrons [(Eq. 11-3)] 

v Electron velocity 

vd Drift velocity [(Eq. 11-4)] 

vT Transverse drift velocity 

Perpendicular drift velocity 



4 

I. 

W Transverse drift velocity 

W Transverse drift for low-energy electrons (Section VIII) 

z Parallel coordinate in Section Il-C 

a First Townsend coefficient 

XM/2m 

()Tp/B 

x Average fraction of energy lost per elastic collision 

p. Coefficient of mobility 

Elastic collision frequency 

Vc4 Elastic collision frequency of 4-ev electron at 1 mm Hg 

v Inelastic collision frequency 	-- 

Fraction of total number of electrons in low-energy 

region (Section VIII) 

CY Elastic cross section 

04 
Elastic cross section for 4 ev electron 

T Average mean free time 

x Dimensionless collision frequency [Eq. (VI-l)] 

Cyclotron frequency of electrons, eB/m 
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